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Abstract: Heterogeneous catalysts containing cobalt and molybdenum supported on mesoporous
materials types SBA-15 and AlSBA-15 were synthesized for application in the HDS reactions of
thiophene in the n-heptane stream. The materials were synthesized by the hydrothermal method
using Pluronic P123 as a template. The calcined SBA-15 and AlSBA-15 supports were submitted
to co-impregnation with solutions of cobalt nitrate and ammonium heptamolybdate, aiming for
the production of 15% in mass of metal loading with an atomic ratio of [Co/(Co + Mo)] = 0.45.
The obtained materials were dried and calcined to obtain the mesoporous catalysts in the forms of
CoMo/SBA-15 and CoMo/AlSBA-15. The catalysts were characterized by XRD, TG/DTG, SEM, and
nitrogen adsorption. From XRD analysis, it was verified that after the decomposition of the cobalt
and molybdenum salts, MoO3, Co3O4, and CoMoO4 oxides were formed on the supports, being
attributed to these chemical species, the activity for the HDS reactions. The catalytic activity of the
obtained catalysts was evaluated in a continuously flowing tubular fixed-bed microreactor coupled
on-line to a gas chromatograph, using an n-heptane stream containing 12,070 ppm of thiophene (ca.
5100 ppm of sulfur) as a model compound. The synthesized catalysts presented suitable activity for
the HDS reaction, and the main obtained products were cis- and trans-2-butene, 1-butene, n-butane,
and low amounts of isobutane. The presence of 1,3-butadiene and tetrahydrothiophene (THT) was
not detected. A mechanism of the primary and secondary reactions and subsequent formation
of the olefins and paraffins in the CoMo/SBA-15 and CoMo/AlSBA-15 mesoporous catalysts was
proposed, considering steps of desulfurization, hydrogenation, dehydrogenation, THT decyclization,
and isomerization.

Keywords: SBA-15; nanostructured materials; cobalt; molybdenum; hydrodesulfurization; environmental
catalysis; petroleum refining

1. Introduction

The removal of sulfur from fossil fuels is one of the most important processes in
modern refineries. It is accomplished via hydrodesulfurization (HDS) of the sulfur organic
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compounds in the presence of heterogeneous catalysts. Currently, to comply with envi-
ronmental legislation in many countries, there is great interest in developing processes
to remove atmospheric contaminants, mainly sulfur derivatives, in addition to other hy-
drotreatment reactions. Classical catalysts used for such reactions in refining crude oil or
liquid fuels generally consist of molybdenum supported on high surface area aluminas
containing cobalt or nickel as promoters.

Hydrotreating processes (HDT) were developed from hydrogenation and cracking
processes, and the most important HDT reaction was the removal of sulfur from the various
fractions of petroleum and liquid coal derivatives, a process called hydrodesulfurization
(HDS). Catalytic hydrotreatment consists of a variety of hydrogenation processes where oil
and its various fractions react catalytically with hydrogen to remove S, N, O, and metals.
Nowadays, hydrotreating is widely used to convert heavy oil loads and to improve the
quality of various products. It is used in the pretreatment of charges for other refining
processes such as catalytic reforming, catalytic cracking (FCC), and hydrocracking catalyst
(HCC). Such pretreatment aims, among others, to protect the catalsts used in many con-
secutive stages in refining processes; reduce NOX and SOX emissions that may appear in
the combustion of organic molecules, thus preventing premature corrosion of equipment;
promote the improvement of the final properties of products from refineries (color, smell,
stability, etc.); and add value to heavy distillates [1–3].

The use of increasingly heavier loads requires, in addition to hydrodesulfurization,
conversion of larger molecules into smaller ones (hydrocracking—HCC) and removal of
metals (hydrodemetallization—HDM), nitrogen (hydrodenitrogenation—HDN), and, in
some cases, oxygen (hydrodeoxygenation—HDO). With the development of the petro-
chemical industry, other processes also gained prominence, such as aromatics degradation:
hydrodearomatization (HDA); interconversion of organic molecules: isomerization (ISM);
breaking of C-C bonds: hydrocracking (HCC); and olefin saturation: hydrogenation (HYD).
Purification processes using hydrogen are applied to practically all distillate fractions.
The complexity of the load and the lack of detailed knowledge about the nature of the
compounds present in crude oil are two of the difficulties of hydrotreatment. It can be
said that petroleum contains mainly hydrocarbons and, depending on its origin, may also
contain large concentrations of heteroatoms [4–6].

The most industrially used HDS catalysts are based on Co(Ni)Mo/Al2O3, which have
high mechanical strength and a large specific surface area [7–9]. The strong interactions
between metals and alumina promote the formation of Mo-O-Al phases, resulting in an
active phase for the process [10,11]. However, the phase formation between Co/Ni and
Al2O3 is unfavorable for regulating the catalytic performance of MoS2 sites. Active metal
loading and unfavorable interactions have limited supported HDS catalysts to produce
ultra-low sulfur fuels. Thus, several studies have been carried out aiming to improve the
performance of HDS in relation to the following aspects: modification of zeolite supports,
such as ZSM-5 [12–14] and Y zeolite [15], materials based on mesoporous silica, such
as MCM-41, SBA-15, and SBA-16 [16–19], oxides single and mixed metallic [20–26], and
carbon-based materials [27–33]. However, the development of new catalysts containing
well-defined micro- and mesopores requires further research and additional modifications
for evaluation as new supports for ultra-deep desulfurization.

The advantage of HDS over oxidative or adsorptive desulfurization methods lies
in its effectiveness in removing a wide range of sulfur compounds from hydrocarbon
streams at relatively mild conditions. HDS operates at high temperatures and pressures,
typically using metal catalysts such as molybdenum or cobalt, which enables the efficient
removal of sulfur compounds, including thiols, sulfides, and thiophenes. This method is
effective in reducing sulfur content to meet stringent environmental regulations, and it
does not produce harmful waste products as in some oxidative methods. Additionally,
HDS is well suited for treating a wide variety of feedstocks, making it a versatile and
widely used desulfurization method in the petroleum industry. Specifically, some of
the key advantages of HDS include selectivity, efficiency, and compatibility with existing
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infrastructure. HDS is highly selective for sulfur removal, allowing for the removal of sulfur
compounds without significantly affecting the hydrocarbon components. This selectivity
is crucial for refining high-quality fuels. HDS processes can achieve high desulfurization
efficiency, even at relatively mild operating conditions, which can result in lower energy
consumption compared to other methods. These advantages make HDS a popular choice
for desulfurization in the petroleum refining industry.

The composition of the hydrotreatment charge varies widely depending on the origin
of the oil. Sulfur is the most abundant of the heteroatoms present in crude oil, in general,
ranging from 0.1 to 5% w/w. The content of nitrogen compounds present in petroleum
varies from 0.1 to 1% w/w and is generally concentrated in the heaviest fractions, mainly
containing pyridine nuclei. Oxygen compounds are generally present in smaller quantities,
values below 0.1% w/w, and are found in the forms of carboxylic acids and phenols. In
Figure 1, some of the different types of aromatic compounds and sulfur-containing com-
pounds commonly found in crude oil fractions are presented. The need to use increasingly
heavier loads has led several countries in America and the European Union to increase
efforts to control and prevent the emission of these pollutants. Thus, policies regulating
the amounts of toxic compounds in fuels from refineries are being established. In Brazil,
the National Agency of Petroleum, Natural Gas and Biofuels controls the concentration of
sulfur in oil, gas, and fuels.
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Figure 1. Some typical aromatic compounds and sulfur-containing compounds found in petroleum
fractions, highlighting the molecular structure of thiophene.

Thiophene is a highly reactive molecule that contains a five-membered ring consisting
of four carbon atoms and one sulfur atom. Thiophene readily undergoes various reactions,
including nucleophilic and electrophilic substitutions, cyclization, and oxidation. For this
reason, it was chosen as a probe molecule for this research.

Thiophene is commonly used in hydrodesulfurization (HDS) research for several
specific/scientific reasons: (i) Thiophene is a heterocyclic compound containing sulfur,
which is structurally similar to many sulfur-containing compounds found in crude oil;
therefore, studying thiophene allows researchers to understand the behavior of more
complex sulfur-containing compounds found in petroleum. (ii) Thiophene serves as a
model compound for studying the mechanisms and kinetics of hydrodesulfurization
reactions. Its relatively simple structure makes it suitable for detailed experimental and
theoretical investigations, providing insights into the fundamental processes involved
in HDS reactions. (iii) Researchers use thiophene as a probe molecule to evaluate the
performance of various catalysts in hydrodesulfurization processes. Thus, by studying the
effect of different catalysts on the conversion of thiophene to its desulfurized products,
it is possible to identify catalysts with improved activity, selectivity, and stability for
industrial HDS applications. Thiophene is also employed in mechanistic studies aimed at
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understanding the detailed reaction pathways involved in hydrodesulfurization. The use of
thiophene in hydrodesulfurization research allows us to elucidate fundamental principles
concerning sulfur removal from fossil fuels, leading to the development of more efficient
and environmentally friendly HDS processes.

This work aimed to propose the synthesis of hydrodesulfurization catalysts (HDS)
based on mesoporous molecular sieves of the SBA-15 and AlSBA-15 containing cobalt and
molybdenum oxides deposited on their surface. Typically, SBA-15-type mesoporous mate-
rials have a high specific surface area and large pore diameter, perfectly adaptable to the
kinetic diameters of the largest sulfur compound molecules. These structural characteristics
of the support are fundamental to maximizing the metal dispersion of the active phases
as well as improving the accessibility of the largest sulfur compounds, like thiophene, to
metal sites, improving the efficiency of HDS processes.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Thermal Analysis of the Supports and Catalysts

Heat treatment or calcination is a very important step in obtaining high-quality SBA-15
and AlSBA-15 mesoporous materials. In this step, all the P123 triblock copolymers used
as a structure template are removed. Thermogravimetry is a technique used to determine
the best calcination conditions, aiming to remove all organic material and preserve the
well-ordered hexagonal structure. Figure 2 shows the TG and DTG curves for the SBA-15
and AlSBA-15 samples in the non-calcined form at three different heating rates (β = 5, 10,
and 20 ◦C/min).
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As can be seen from the TG/DTG curves, three mass loss events were typically
obtained (Table 1). These events are attributed to (i) range of 30–130 ◦C, desorption of
physisorbed water in the pores of the material; (ii) range of 130–450 ◦C, removal of the
directing molecules (P123); and (iii) range of 450–650 ◦C, residual removal of template and
release of interstitial water resulting from the silanol condensation process. This behavior
is typical for mesoporous materials, such as MCM-41 and SBA-15 [34–39].
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Table 1. Percentage of mass losses and respective temperature ranges for the samples SBA-15 and
AlSBA-15 (Si/Al = 50) at a heating rate of 10 ◦C/min.

Mesoporous Material
Temperature Range (◦C) and Mass Loss (%)

30–130 130–450 450–650 30–650 30–900

SBA-15 2.1 45.2 3.9 51.1 52.2
AlSBA-15 12.9 32.8 5.6 51.3 52.7

According to the data in Table 1, it is observed that comparing the total mass loss from
30 to 900 ◦C for the samples, there is no significant variation (from 52.3 to 52.7%), around
0.5% in mass. The difference in the percentage of mass loss among the materials relative
to the first event, the removal of physisorbed water in the pores of the materials, can be
attributed to the humidity to which each sample was exposed before thermogravimetric
analysis. Thus, the highest percentage of mass loss in the AlSBA-15 sample (Si/Al = 50)
may be related to physically adsorbed water due to the presence of aluminum and the
template removal, which would be explained by the minor mass loss in the second event.
The variation in the percentage of mass loss presented in the third event associated with the
interstitial water may be an indication that the aluminum incorporated into the synthesis
gel of the SBA-15 material interferes with the condensation of the silanol groups. Aluminum
can be incorporated into the SBA-15 network both inside the network and on the surface
of the material. The greater mass loss due to silanol condensation is evidence that there is
more aluminum on the surface of the materials.

It was also observed that by increasing the heating rate from 5 to 10 and 20 ◦C/min,
the temperature shifts to higher values, suggesting a variation in energy in the process
for remotion of the P123 template from the pores of the materials. Thus, by applying
multiple heating rate kinetic models [40–43], the values of the apparent activation energy
(Ea) for this heat treatment process were in the range of Ea = 158–162 kJ/mol for SBA-15,
and from Ea = 175–243 kJ/mol for AlSBA-15. The introduction of Al onto the SBA-15
structure suggests that Al3+ ions are present in the hexagonal structure, forming (-Si-O-Al-)
interactions typical of aluminosilicate, consequently generating surface acid sites [44–49].

From the TG/DTG data, the temperature of 550 ◦C was selected for calcination of
both materials. After the support calcination process, the active phases of cobalt and
molybdenum were deposited on the mesoporous materials SBA-15 and AlSBA-15 using
the excess solvent co-impregnation method. Thermogravimetry was also used to analyze
the decomposition profiles of cobalt nitrate and ammonium heptamolybdate and thus
determine the best conditions for calcining the catalysts. Figure 3 shows the TG/DTG
curves of the decomposition of the precursor salts of Mo and Co supported on the SBA-
15 and AlSBA-15 materials. The materials were calcined again in an air atmosphere to
decompose the cobalt and molybdenum precursor salts into the respective oxides on the
surface of the mesoporous supports and thus obtain the CoMo/SBA-15- and CoMo/AlSBA-
15-supported catalysts.

From TG/DTG curves (Figure 3), four mass loss events were observed in the following
temperature ranges: (i) 30–130 ◦C, (ii) 130–240 ◦C, (iii) 240–310 ◦C, and (iv) 310–410 ◦C,
corresponding to steps for decomposition of the precursor salts inside the mesoporous sup-
ports SBA-15 and AlSBA-15. The values of mass loss relative to each step of decomposition
are provided in Table 2.

From the obtained data, it was observed that up to 450 ◦C, the salts were completely
decomposed on the surface of the materials, and this temperature was taken as a reference
for thermal treatment. Thus, the calcination was carried out at this temperature under an
air atmosphere flowing at 100 mL/min, in which the Co and Mo salts undergo complete
decomposition, generating the CoMo/SBA-15 and CoMo/AlSBA-15 HDS catalysts.
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Table 2. Percentage of mass losses and respective temperature ranges for each step of decomposition
of Co and Mo salts for obtaining CoMo/SBA-15 and CoMo/AlSBA-15.

Mesoporous
Material

Temperature Range (◦C) and Mass Loss (%)

(i)
30–130

(ii)
130–240

(iii)
240–310

(iv)
310–410

Total
30–410

CoMo/SBA-15 2.8 1.85 0.82 0.37 5.84
CoMo/AlSBA-15 3.14 2.76 0.95 0.51 7.36

2.2. X-ray Diffraction

The X-ray diffractograms (XRDs) of the materials obtained in calcined form were
used to identify the hexagonal structure characteristic of mesoporous materials type SBA-
15 [50,51]. Emphasis was placed on observing the obtaining of the three main diffraction
peaks, referring to the crystalline planes, whose Miller indices are (100), (110), and (200).
Two more peaks are observed, whose Miller indices are (210) and (300), indicating excel-
lent textural uniformity of the material [52]. The first three peaks are characteristic of a
two-dimensional p6 mm hexagonal symmetry, common to SBA-15-type materials [53,54].
Figure 4a,b show the X-ray diffractograms of mesoporous materials of SBA-15 and AlSBA-
15 (Si/Al = 50), respectively.

The XRD analysis of CoMo-supported catalysts was carried out in two steps: low
angle (0.5 to 5.0 degrees) and high angle (5.0 to 60.0 degrees), for observation of the ordered
hexagonal phase and the presence of CoMo metal oxides, as shown in Figures 5 and 6, for
CoMo/SBA-15 and CoMo/AlSBA-15, respectively.

From the diffractograms presented, the presence of the five main diffraction peaks was
observed, whose Miller indices are (100), (110), (200), (210), and (300), indicating that high-
quality mesoporous materials with defined structure were obtained, with well-ordered
hexagonal arrangement [55]. Diffraction peaks for non-supported materials present a better
definition in relation to CoMo-supported; this fact is due to the presence of heteroatom
on the ordered structures. The mesoporous hexagonal arrangement parameter ao (lattice
parameter) of the SBA-15 structure is obtained from the reflection peak for the (100) plane,
which is the most characteristic in the X-ray diffractogram, whose values are summarized
in Table 3.
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this parameter. That value (ao) represents the sum of the pore diameter (dp) and the silica
wall thickness (wt). This decrease may have occurred due to the deposition of nanoparticles
of cobalt and molybdenum oxides inside the mesopores of the materials.

The crystalline phases of cobalt and molybdenum oxides were identified through the
crystallographic charts of these oxides found in the JCPDS (Joint Committee on Powder
Diffraction Standards)/ICDD (International Center for Diffraction Data) library [56]. Re-
search on crystallographic chartsverified the presence of MoO3 (JCPDS Chart: 05-0508)
with an orthorhombic structure, Co3O4 (JCPDS Chart: 43-1003) with a cubic structure, and
mixed oxides of cobalt and molybdenum in the form of CoMoO4 (JCPDS Registration:
21-0868) with a monoclinic structure [56]. The main peaks identified based on JCPDS were
as follows: MoO3 (2⊖ = 12.79, 23.32, 25.88, 27.32, 33.12, 33.72, 35.46, 38.96, 39.66, 38.96,
39.66, 45.76, 46.3, 49.26, 52.22, 54.13, 55.12, 56.36, 57.59, and 58.75), CoMoO4 (2⊖ = 26.40,
28.34, 31.98, and 36.63) and Co3O4 (2⊖ = 18.93, 31.38, 36.92, 38.52, 44.97, 55.57, and 59.49).
In all samples studied, the predominance of the crystalline phases MoO3 and CoMoO4 was
observed. The presence of a diffraction peak at 44.97 degrees, corresponding to Co3O4, was
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identified in all samples. Other cobalt and molybdenum oxides may also have occurred,
but in very small quantities not identified from XRD due to interference with background
radiation or because they are present in amorphous form.
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2.3. Nitrogen Adsorption

The adsorption and desorption isotherms, as well as the distribution of pore diameters
obtained for samples SBA-15 and AlSBA-15, are presented in Figures 7 and 8, respectively.
It can be observed that type IV isotherms were obtained in the samples, according to the
IUPAC classification, which is characteristic of mesoporous materials. Accordingly, the
hysteresis found was type I, which is characteristic of materials with a cylindrical pore
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system or made from aggregates or clusters of spheroidal particles with pores of uniform
size [57].
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Figure 7. (a) N2 adsorption isotherms and (b) pore size distribution of the SBA-15 meso-
porous support.

SBA-15 and AlSBA-15 are types of mesoporous materials known for their well-defined
pore structures. These materials contain both micropores and mesopores, which contribute
to their unique properties and applications. The micropores are primarily formed within
the walls of the silica framework, arising from the arrangement of silica units during the
synthesis process. They provide additional surface area and can influence the adsorption
and diffusion of small molecules and ions. The presence of micropores enhances the overall
surface area and adsorption capacity of the material. However, mesopores are the dominant
type of pore and are responsible for the ordered and uniform pore structures characteristic
of these materials. Mesopores are formed between the silica walls, creating channels or void
spaces that allow for the efficient diffusion of molecules within the material. These larger
pores enable the transport of larger molecules and facilitate mass transfer processes. The
presence of both micropores and mesopores in SBA-15 and AlSBA-15 contributes to their
high surface area, large pore volume, and uniform pore size distribution. This combination
of pore characteristics makes them attractive materials for HDS applications, where precise
control over pore structure and surface properties is essential.

The surface areas of the mesoporous materials obtained were determined from data
on nitrogen adsorption isotherms at 77 K using the BET model [58] in the P/Po range of
0.05–0.20. The pore diameter distributions of mesoporous materials were obtained by the
BJH method [59] correlating the desorbed volume values as a function of relative pressure
(P/Po) in the algorithms in a pore range of 1–80 nm. The average pore diameters were
estimated through the pore distribution curves obtained by the BJH method and revealed
values of 6.84 and 6.91 nm for SBA-15 and AlSBA-15 (see Table 4), with low variation. After
the impregnation of Co and Mo metals, these values decreased to 6.11 and 6.82, respectively.
As summarized in Table 4, the obtained materials presented pore volumes in the range of
0.84 to 1,12 cm3/g. Using the BET method, it was observed that the samples had surface
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areas in the range of 402 to 602 m2/g. These values are compatible with those found in the
literature for SBA-15 containing aluminum [60,61].
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porous support.

Table 4. Surface properties of the mesoporous materials, determined from XRD and nitrogen
adsorption.

Sample ao (nm) Dp (nm) Wt (nm) * Vp (cm3 g−1) SBET (m2 g−1)

SBA-15 11.76 6.84 4.92 1.12 602
AlSBA-15 11.44 6.91 4.53 1.07 495
CoMo/SBA-15 11.69 6.11 5.58 0.95 406
CoMo/AlSBA-15 11.25 6.82 4.43 0.84 402

ao: mesoporous parameter; Dp: pore diameter; Wt: wall thickness * (Wt = ao − Dp); Vp: pore volume, obtained
from the BJH method.

It was observed that there was a decrease in the mesoporous parameter, the sum of
the average pore diameter (Dp), and the silica wall thickness (Wt) with the introduction
of Al on the support. The average pore diameter did not vary significantly with the
introduction of Al. The average values of the silica wall thickness (Wt) can give these
materials high mechanical resistance and the possibility for application as catalytic supports
in processes of oil refining, where catalysts are often subjected to operating conditions with
high temperatures and pressures [62,63]. The structure and pore system of the materials,
showing hexagonal ordering with micropores and mesopores, is shown in Figure 9.

The determination of the wall thickness (Wt) of SBA-15 and AlSBA-15 mesoporous
materials can be achieved through various experimental techniques and characterization
methods. Small-angle X-ray diffraction provided structural insights by analyzing the
intense peak at an interplanar distance of d(100), while nitrogen adsorption–desorption
isotherms indirectly inferred the wall thickness (Wt) through BET analysis. The nitrogen
physisorption offered additional means to determine pore size distribution and local
atomic connectivity, contributing to wall thickness estimation. The combination of these
methods is often utilized to comprehensively characterize the structure and properties
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of SBA-15 materials, considering factors such as sample preparation requirements and
thermal treatments.
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After the impregnation of cobalt and molybdenum oxides on the supports, there were
no changes in the shapes of the adsorption and desorption isotherms, continuing to be type
IV, thus maintaining the mesoporous structure. The average pore diameter decreased with
the introduction of Al into SBA-15. With the introduction of Co and Mo metals, the pore
volumes were 0.95 and 0.84 cm3 g−1, and the surface areas were 406 and 402 m2g−1 for
CoMo/SBA-15 and CoMo/AlSBA-15, respectively, and a decrease in the total surface area
in relation to the mesopore supports was observed.

2.4. Scanning Electron Microscopy

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) provided surface topography images of the
materials, and they were obtained at magnifications of 15,000× of the SBA-15 and AlSBA-15
materials, as shown in Figure 10. The micrographs of CoMo/SBA-15 and CoMo/AlSBA-15
with details of the pore systems are shown in Figures 10 and 11, respectively. The SEM
analyses were carried out with the aim of observing the morphology of the synthesized
nanostructured materials. It can be seen in the figures that silica fibers with micrometric
dimensions are formed from the linear adhesion of nodules of submicrometric particles.
The morphology of the AlSBA-15 (samples with Si/Al = 50) was similar to the SBA-15
sample, even after the impregnation of Co and Mo. In all cases, non-uniform fibers were
observed, giving the appearance of “intertwined bead necklaces” [64–66], indicating that
this is probably the phase corresponding to SBA-15 since XRD and nitrogen adsorption
analyses showed that these samples are pure and have a high degree of ordering and
suitable porosity, as shown in Figures 11 and 12.

In hydrodesulfurization reactions, MoO3 and CoMoO4 species can, during the HDS
and sulfidation steps, transform into the MoS2 and “CoMoS” phases, which are active
and stable for the reaction. The presence of Co3O4 can give rise to Co9S8, a phase that is
very inactive for HDS catalysts but can also be reduced to metallic cobalt, which, prop-
erly accommodated at the ends of MoS2 crystals, gives rise to active phases, known as
“CoMoS” [67–69].
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2.5. Catalytic Activities of CoMo/SBA-15 and CoMo/AlSBA-15

Before starting the catalytic tests for hydrodesulfurization of thiophene, some prelimi-
nary tests were carried out with the aim of verifying the occurrence of thermal cracking
reactions under the operating conditions of the tests. The first test consisted of a mixture of
13,500 ppm of thiophene (ca. 5100 ppm of sulfur) in n-heptane steam through the reactor at
350 ◦C without a catalyst, with the aim of observing the occurrence of thermal degradation
of the mixture at this temperature, which was not observed, where the chromatogram
showed only the peaks relating to thiophene and n-heptane. The second test was con-
ducted to verify the occurrence of catalytic cracking of pure n-heptane on the catalytic bed
at 350 ◦C containing the obtained catalysts. Once again, no peaks other than n-heptane
were detected, proving that there was no catalytic cracking under these conditions. After
preliminary tests, catalytic hydrodesulfurization tests (HDS) of the mixture of 13,500 ppm
of thiophene in n-heptane (ca. 5100 ppm of sulfur) were carried out with the objective of
evaluating the conversion and selectivity of 15% CoMo/SBA-15 and 15% CoMo/AlSBA-15
catalysts (Si/Al = 50). According to chromatograms, H2S and C4-hydrocarbon compounds
were typically obtained in the following elution order: isobutane, 1-butene, n-butane,
trans-2-butene, and cis-2-butene. The presence of butadiene or isobutene was not observed.
In thiophene HDS reactions, butadiene can occur as a primary reaction product or act as
an intermediate to obtain butenes through a hydrogenation reaction, thus having a very
short lifetime in the catalytic cycle and not appearing in appreciable quantities in product
distribution [70]. In the case of isobutene, this product is thermodynamically unfavorable,
with the conversion of linear butenes being preferred.

Figure 13a,b show the conversion and paraffin/olefin ratio, respectively, for HDS
reactions on catalysts with 15% cobalt and molybdenum metal phase supported on SBA-15,
AlSBA-15 (Si/Al = 50). Figure 14a,b show the selectivity for the products. The conversion
and selectivity were defined according to Equations (1) and (2), respectively.

Conversion(%) =
mol(i)Thiophene − mol(f)Thiophene

mol(i)Thiophene
(1)

Seletivity to P(%) =
mol of Thiophene converted to P

mol of Thiophene converted
(2)

where “mol(i)” and “mol(f)” represent the initial and final molar quantities obtained by
analyzing the chromatograms at the beginning and end of the reaction, respectively. The
letter “P” represents the reaction product measured at the reactor outlet, which may be
butane, isobutane, 1-butene, cis-2-butene, or trans-2-butene. The paraffin/olefin ratio was
determined considering the selectivity of (n-butane + isobutane) divided by the selectivity
of (1-butene + cis-2-butene + trans-2-butene).

It was observed that in the first 15 min of reaction, the highest conversion values were
obtained for all catalysts studied. These conversions progressively decreased until reaching
stability normally after 60 min of reaction. Considering the conversion values obtained
in 120 min of reaction, the CoMo/SBA-15 was more active than the CoMo/AlSBA-15.
Also, it was observed that after 60 min of reaction, the paraffin/olefin ratio increased for
CoMo/SBA-15, whereas with the CoMo/AlSBA-15, this ratio was almost constant, with
values below 0.1. Through X-ray diffraction analyses, no diffractions of amorphous phases
of MoO3 or other diffractions related to Co3O4 were observed other than that found for
all samples. According to a previous report [71], cobalt appears as a promoter for the
hydrogenolysis reactions of the C-S bonds of thiophene, but it can also act as a promoter
for other reactions, such as isomerization and hydrogenation of butadiene after the HDS
catalytic cycle. This promoting effect of cobalt can be attributed to the transfer of electrons
to molybdenum oxide, reducing its oxidation state from Mo6+ to Mo4+.
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catalysts: (a) CoMo/SBA-15 and (b) CoMo/AlSBA-15.

A proposed reaction mechanism of thiophene on MoO3 considers that the formation of
butenes and n-butane can occur directly through one or two butadiene hydrogenation steps,
forming 1-butene or n-butane, respectively [3]. Through the isomerization of 1-butene, it is
possible to obtain cis-2-butene and trans-2-butene by displacing the double bond. Isobutane
can be obtained through chain isomerization of n-butane. The presence of 1,3-butadiene
and tetrahydrothiophene (THT) molecules was not detected. Thus, it is supposed that these
compounds suffer interconversion reactions inside the mesopores of the CoMo/SBA-15
and CoMo/AlSBA-15 catalysts, as schematized in Figure 15.

It is known that some transition metals are effective catalysts for hydrodesulfurization
(HDS) reactions, and molybdenum (Mo) and cobalt (Co) are most commonly used. The
Co and Mo metals play different roles in the HDS process, and sometimes, the catalysts
are composed of combinations of these metals for enhanced performance. In general, Mo
facilitates the breaking of carbonsulfur bonds in sulfur-containing compounds, promoting
desulfurization. It has a high affinity for sulfur, enabling it to form stable sulfide com-
pounds on the catalyst surface. Mo also helps in hydrogenation reactions, which are often
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coupled with desulfurization in HDS processes. Co-based catalysts are less common than
Mo-based catalysts but are still used in certain HDS applications. Co facilitates desulfur-
ization reactions by breaking carbonsulfur bonds. Co-based catalysts also exhibit suitable
selectivity toward thiophene conversion. Catalysts used in industrial HDS processes con-
tain combinations of these metal species, such as Co-Mo, to leverage their synergistic effects.
Thus, Mo facilitates the initial breaking of carbonsulfur bonds, while Co promotes further
desulfurization and hydrogenation reactions. Additionally, the presence of mesoporous
silica support (SBA-15 or AlSBA-15) can enhance the catalyst ability, improving the sulfur
removal efficiency.
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According to the obtained results, it was proposed that thiophene molecules suffer
desulfurization in the presence of hydrogen to form 1,3-butadiene and hydrogenation
to form tetrahydrothiophene (THT). In the presence of Co and Mo metals, 1,3-butadiene
reacts with hydrogen to obtain 1-butene and 2-butene, and this suffers isomerization to
cis- and trans-2-butene. The THT species are adsorbed on Co-Mo metals, and a new step
of desulfurization is suggested for the formation of paraffins, n-butane, and a subsequent
isomerization to isobutane. The selectivity for n-butane suggests that it forms via secondary
reactions of primary products. Therefore, after one hour of reaction, using the CoMo/SBA-
15 catalyst, the isobutane selectivity increased with n-butane decreasing with reaction time,
suggesting a step of isomerization.

For the CoMo/AlSBA-15 catalyst, this behavior was not observed, indicating that the
presence of aluminum, generating Bronsted acid sites, stabilizes the structure and inhibits
the paraffin isomerization. From the conversion, selectivity, and paraffin/olefin ratio, a
mechanistic scheme for thiophene HDS is proposed in Figure 16, showing a sequence of
primary and secondary reactions.

One probable explanation for the presence of acid sites on the CoMo/SBA-15 catalyst
can be attributed to silanol groups (≡Si-O-H) inside the micropores (Si-OH bulk), with
acid character due to the formation of hydrogen bonds, in addition to moderate acidity on
the surface of the mesopores (associated Si-OH), forming hydrogen bonds on the external
surface of silicon oxide [72]. Another possibility that must be considered is the reactions
of H2S generated in the HDS reaction, with oxygen from the silicate groups forming
sulfated silica with surface proton sites [73]. In this case, we would have the formation
of Bronsted super-acidic sites on the internal surface of the mesopores, as proposed in
Figure 17, with the sulfated CoMo/SBA-15 catalyst presenting silanol groups capable of
donating or accepting hydrogen bonds with different strengths, consequently promoting
an increase in the concentration of isobutane from the isomerization process of n-butane.
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silanol, showing an acid site on the microporous surface.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Synthesis of the SBA-15 and AlSBA-15 Supports

The CoMo/SBA-15 and CoMo/AlSBA-15 catalysts were synthesized in two steps:
(i) hydrothermal synthesis and calcination of the supports and (ii) impregnation of the Co
and Mo on the obtained supports.

The hydrothermal synthesis of mesoporous supports of types SBA-15 and AlSBA-15 with
molar ratio Si/Al = 50 were synthesized using the following reagents: tetraethylorthosilicate—
TEOS, Sigma-Aldrich, 98%—Si(OC2H5)4, (St. Louis, MO USA), Pseudobohemite—AlOOH,
Vista Chemical Company, 70% Al2O3 and 30% water (Westlake, LA, USA), Pluronic P123
(Triblock Copolymer, BASF Co., average PM = 5750 g/mol, (Houston, TX, USA), hydrochlo-
ric acid (Merck, HCl, 37% vol. (Sao Paulo, SP Brazil), and distilled water. The hydrothermal
syntheses were carried out using 250 mL Teflon autoclaves wrapped in a stainless steel
protection manufactured by Parr Instruments.

The reagents were mixed to obtain a reactive hydrogel with a molar composition of
0.017P123:1.0TEOS:5.7HCl:193H2O [74]. First, the P123 template was dissolved in distilled
water and HCl, with stirring and heating to 35 ◦C. Once the temperature was reached,
the silica source, tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS), was added. The mixture was kept under
stirring and heated at 35 ◦C for 24 h (pH = 0–1) to obtain a homogeneous gel. Then, it was
transferred to the autoclave and stored in an oven for 48 h, previously heated to 100 ◦C.
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For the AlSBA-15 support, the reagents were mixed to obtain a reactive hydrogel with the
following molar composition: 0.017P123:1.0 TEOS:xAl2O3:5.7HCl:193H2O. The value of “x”
was used to maintain the molar ratio Si/Al = 50.

Once the hydrothermal syntheses were completed, the materials obtained were vac-
uum filtered and washed with 50 mL of a 2% solution by volume of hydrochloric acid in
ethanol. This procedure facilitates the removal of the organic director from the pores of
the material, reducing calcination time. After this procedure, each material was placed
to dry at room temperature for 24 h. To completely remove P123 from the pores of the
mesoporous molecular sieves, the calcination technique was used. In this procedure, each
sample was subjected to heating from room temperature to 500 ◦C under a dynamic nitro-
gen atmosphere with a flow of 100 mL min−1 and a heating rate of 10 ◦C min−1. Upon
reaching 500 ◦C, each material remained for one hour under nitrogen in the same flow.
After this time, the gas was changed to synthetic air (reactive gas) and heated at the sample
temperature for another hour with a flow of 100 mL min−1. The supports were called
SBA-15 and AlSBA-15.

3.2. Preparation of the CoMo/SBA-15 and CoMo/AlSBA-15

Co and Mo metals were deposited on mesoporous supports using the impregna-
tion technique with excess solvent using absolute ethanol: C2H5OH (99.5%, Merck, Sao
Paulo, SP, Brazil) as solvent, cobalt nitrate hexahydrate: Co(NO3)2.6H2O (99%, Merck,
Sao Paulo, SP, Brazil) as a source of cobalt, and ammonium heptamolybdate tetrahydrate:
(NH4)6Mo7O24.4H2O (Ecibra, 82.5% in MoO3, Santo Amaro, SP, Brazil) as a source of
molybdenium. Before impregnation, all mesoporous supports were subjected to a TG run
in a nitrogen atmosphere at a heating rate of 20 ◦C min−1 from 30 to 900 ◦C, with the aim of
determining the relative humidity levels of each support, starting from mass losses in the
range of 30 to 130 ◦C, and using these data to correct the dry mass of the supports in order
to minimize weighing errors during the deposition stage of the cobalt and molybdenum
precursor salts.

The metal impregnation procedure consisted of weighing ca. 0.5 g of the support
(SBA-15 or AlSBA-15), considering the relative humidity. The amounts of cobalt nitrate,
Co(NO3)2.6H2O, and ammonium hepatmolybidate, (NH4)6Mo7O24.4H2O, were weighed
in a porcelain crucible and solubilized in 20 mL of absolute ethanol using a glass rod. After
the solubilization of the salts, the support was slowly added, stirring with the glass rod. The
crucible with the suspension was transferred to the heating mantle at 70 ◦C, homogenizing
periodically to evaporate the excess solvent. After evaporation of the excess ethanol, the
crucible was transferred to the oven and dried at 100 ◦C for 6 h. The depositions of the
metallic phases were carried out to obtain a loading of 15% by weight of the active phase,
with a [Co/(Co + Mo)] atomic ratio of 0.45.

The synthesis process allows the cobalt and molybdenum ions from the solution to
be absorbed into the pores of the support material. After impregnation, the solvent was
evaporated, leaving behind the metals distributed on the surface and within the pores of
the support materials. The impregnated materials were dried to remove any remaining
moisture. The dried catalysts were subjected to calcination at 500 ◦C under an atmosphere
of air flowing at 100 mL/min. This step serves to decompose the cobalt and molybdenum
salts and convert them into cobalt and molybdenum oxides on the support material. Finally,
before the catalytic evaluation, the calcined materials were subjected to a reduction step in
a hydrogen atmosphere. This reduces the cobalt and molybdenum species to their metallic
form, the active metal phase required for catalysis.

3.3. Physicochemical Characterization of the Obtained Materials
3.3.1. Thermogravimetry (TG)

Thermal analysis using TG was used to carry out studies to determine the best cal-
cination conditions for eliminating P123 from the pores of mesoporous materials SBA-15
and AlSBA-15, as well as verifying the best calcination conditions for the decomposition
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of the precursor salts of the metallic phases of cobalt and molybdenum. Thermogravi-
metric analyses of the as-synthesized mesoporous materials (SBA-15 and AlSBA-15) were
obtained in a thermobalance with a horizontal furnace model TA/SDTA 951 from Mettler
(Switzerland, GmbH). The thermogravimetric curves of the non-calcined samples were
obtained by heating the sample from room temperature to 900 ◦C in a dynamic nitrogen
atmosphere at three heating rates of 5, 10, and 20 ◦C min−1, with the aim of carrying out a
series of kinetic studies regarding the best conditions for removing the P123 template from
the pores of the materials and thus establishing the best calcination conditions. For each
test, alumina crucibles with a mass of around 10 mg were used.

By using TG, it was possible to study the best conditions for calcining mesoporous
materials impregnated with cobalt and molybdenum salts. In all cases, approximately
10 mg of each non-calcined sample was heated from room temperature to 900 ◦C at a heating
rate of 10 ◦C min−1. The curves were obtained in a dynamic synthetic air atmosphere of
25 mL min−1.

3.3.2. X-ray Diffraction (XRD)

XRD analyses using the powder method were carried out on materials obtained in
calcined form, with the aim of verifying whether the mesoporous hexagonal structure had
formed. In the samples impregnated after the calcination process, new XRD analyses were
carried out to verify variations in the hexagonal mesoporous structure and to identify the
crystalline phases of the cobalt and molybdenum oxides formed.

The X-ray diffractograms of the SBA-15 and AlSBA-15 samples were obtained in an
angular scan of 0.5 to 5.0 degrees on Shimadzu model XRD 6000 equipment (Nakagyo-ku,
Kyoto, Japan). The tests were conducted using CuKα radiation and a nickel filter with a
tube voltage of 30 kV and a current of 30 mA. The slit had an opening of 0.15 degrees, and
the X-ray beam was phased in relation to the sample with a speed of 0.5 degrees/min and
a step of 0.01 degrees. For samples containing deposited cobalt and molybdenum oxides,
XRD was carried out in an angular range of 5 to 60 degrees.

3.3.3. Nitrogen Adsorption

The specific surface area, determined by the BET method, total pore volume, distri-
bution, and average pore size diameter, was determined through N2 adsorption at the
temperature of liquid N2 (77 K). The experiments of the adsorption isotherms of the cal-
cined samples were carried out on Micromeritics ASAP2010 equipment (Norcross, GA,
USA). To this end, approximately 100 mg of each sample was previously treated at 170 ◦C
for 12 h under vacuum and then subjected to nitrogen adsorption at 77 K. The adsorption
and desorption isotherms were obtained in a relative pressure (P/Po) range of 0.01 to 0.95.
The data relating to the volume of adsorbed gas as a function of partial pressure were
correlated using mathematical models to determine the BET surface area [58] and BJH to
volume and distribution of pores [59].

3.3.4. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Scanning electron micrographs of the mesoporous supports SBA-15 and AlSBA-15
with Si/Al = 50, as well as the supported cobalt and molybdenum catalysts, were carried
out with the aim of observing the morphology of the synthesized mesoporous materials and
some change in the morphology after impregnation of the CoMo metals. The analysis was
obtained using a Jeol equipment model JSM-5610 LV (Miami, MA, USA). Before analysis,
the samples were adhered to the sample holder using a thin carbon tape and subjected to
a pretreatment that consisted of the deposition of a thin nanolayer of gold, with the aim
of making the sample a suitable electron conductor and thus be able to provide suitable
quality and resolution of the images. The analyses were carried out with magnifications
ranging from 100 to 25,000 times.
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3.4. Thiophene Hydrodesulfurization (HDS)

The thiophene HDS catalytic tests were carried out in a fixed-bed continuous-flow re-
actor under atmospheric pressure, according to the scheme shown in Figure 18. Thiophene
was chosen as a probe molecule, which is characterized as the most common sulfur contam-
inant present in middle petroleum distillates. To carry out the tests, approximately 50 mg of
sample was introduced into the Pyrex glass “U” reactor heated from room temperature to
450 ◦C at a heating rate of 5 ◦C min−1 in a dynamic atmosphere of N2 containing 10% of H2
with a total flow of 30 mL min−1. After reaching 450 ◦C, the sample remained under these
conditions for another 1 h and was then cooled to the reaction temperature of 350 ◦C, still
maintaining the reducing atmosphere. Then, a mixture of n-heptane containing 12,070 ppm
of thiophene (ca. 5100 ppm of sulfur) was drawn from a saturator maintained at room
temperature through a line heated at 120 ◦C to the catalytic bed with a flow of 30 mL min−1,
maintaining the molar ratio H2/(thiophene and n-heptane) of 8.2. The composition of
the standard mixture of thiophene in n-heptane was confirmed through chemical analysis
using EDX-700 equipment Shimadzu (Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto, Japan).
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Figure 18. Catalytic evaluation unit. Where G1 = hydrogen; G2 = nitrogen; V1, V2, = 4-way
valves; CF1, CF2, CF3 = flow control valves; B = saturator; P = 10-way pneumatic valve; CT1,
CT2 = temperature controllers; T1, T2 = thermocouples; S = gas output; C = chromatogram; GC = gas
chromatograph; F= furnace; and R = reactor with catalyst.

During the reaction, the catalytic bed was maintained at a constant temperature of
350 ◦C using a COEL HW1500 temperature controller (Sao Paulo, SP, Brazil). The reactor
effluent products were successively injected “on-line” through a ten-way valve into a Varian
CP3800 gas chromatograph (Palo Alto, CA, USA) with a thermal conductivity detector at
15 min intervals until reaching the pseudo-stationary state. The products were separated
and analyzed in a 60 m fused silica column. The identification of products was carried
out by comparing the retention times of the analytes of each chromatogram with the
retention times of thiophene, n-heptane, and natural gas standards, considering the elution
orders of the substances through the stationary phase used in the column (separation
based on boiling points) as proposed by the manufacturer. Quantification of chromatogram
peaks was performed using the method of external standards analyzed in the linearity
range of the detector as recommended for thermal conductivity detectors. The tests were
conducted with all catalysts in powder form to minimize the effects arising from internal
mass transport. The following aspects were also taken into consideration: isothermal
reaction in a fixed bed, vapor phase in an ideal gas state, uniform porosity, and negligible
pressure drop in the bed without the presence of axial dispersion effects.

4. Conclusions

The effect of mesoporous supports such as silica (SBA-15) and aluminosilicate (AlSBA-
15) on the catalytic activities of cobalt and molybdenum (CoMo) catalysts was demonstrated
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for thiophene hydrodesulfurization in a n-heptane stream as a model reaction. The charac-
terization of the mesoporous supports by nitrogen adsorption–desorption analysis showed
that SBA-15 and AlSBA-15 (Si/Al = 50) materials possessed surface area, pore diameter,
and pore volume appropriate for the impregnation and dispersion of the Co and Mo
metals on the surface. The crystallization properties by X-ray diffraction analysis showed
that the Co and Mo metals were well dispersed in the catalytic supports. The catalytic
activities indicated that the ordering and open pore channel of the CoMo/SBA-15 and
CoMo/AlSBA-15 mesoporous catalysts are appropriate for thiophene conversion and selec-
tivity to paraffin butane and olefins 1-butene, cis-, and trans-2-butene. The 1,3-butene and
tetrahydrothiophene (THT) molecules were not de-detected in the products, evidencing
that these compounds are strongly adsorbed on the Co-Mo active sites and undergo hy-
drogenation and desulfurization, respectively, with subsequent formation of C4-paraffins,
such as n-butane and isobutane.

The catalytic activity of CoMo/SBA-15 for thiophene HDS reaction was higher than
that of CoMo/AlSBA-15, reaching ca. 20 and 30% conversion, respectively, after 1 h of
reaction. The same trend was observed for the paraffin/olefin ratio. Therefore, using the
CoMo/SBA-15 catalyst, after 1 h of reaction, the paraffin/olefin ratio increased from 0.2 to
0.3 up to 2 h of reaction. With the CoMo/AlSBA-15 catalyst, it was found that this ratio
remained constant between 1 and 2 h of reaction, with a value lower than 0.1, showing that
the AlSBA-15 support stabilized the structure. Regarding product selectivity, in general, the
two catalysts were selective for the olefins 1-butene and trans- and cis-2-butenes. In relation
to paraffins, for the CoMo/SBA-15 catalyst, ca. 10% selectivity was obtained for isobutane
and n-butane. On the other hand, using the CoMo/AlSBA-15 catalyst, low concentrations
of paraffins were observed, with a subsequent increase in the concentration of 1-butene,
showing that the n-butane dehydrogenation reaction caused by metallic sites probably
occurred, as well as isomerization to iso-butane, due to the presence of Bronsted acid sites
generated by Al in the CoMo/AlSBA-15 catalyst.
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